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There are endless practical and decorative uses for the humble embroidery hoop: from pretty wall

art and hanging mobiles to functional pin boards, key racks, mirrors and storage. Kirsty Neale

explores the numerous different ways to decorate your hoops with a range of techniques including

applique, embroidery, crochet, papercraft, painting, stamping, cross stitch and patchwork. The 100

projects offer a diverse range of ideas for using everything in your craft stash to create unique items

for yourself or your friends and family, for every room of your home and for any occasion!
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This book pleased me so much I started buying embroidery hoops from all the thrift stores in the

area so I could make as many of the projects as possible. My crafters class really liked the covered

button necklace holder and the bulletin board projects. With just a little fabric and supplies you can

make one of a kind wall decor.

This book has a wide selection of projects ranging from novice to intermediate difficulty levels.

There are a few I've seen variations of online and in craft magazines but quite a few that I've seen

nowhere else. If you have a handful of empty embroidery hoops in your craft drawer, this book will

inspire you to fill them.

Hoop La! has soooo many great ideas. I can hardly wait to try them all. To anyone who loves the



hoop idea and/ or hand embroidery, this book is for you! It is also lots of fun just to read through the

book! Great inspiration!

Totally cute book! Each idea is unique and adorable. They are all fairly easy to moderate difficulty.

Some look like they could be finished in an hour while the ones with embroidery will probably take a

week or so to complete. Tons of different media used (paper, embroidery floss, crochet, felt, fabric,

etc), this is a perfect book for any type of crafter! Love it! If you like magazines like Mollie Makes,

you'll really enjoy this book.

100 things? really? yes really! I can be quite cynical when it comes to theme craft books but this one

is just terrific. There is great variety and somereally fresh projects that I am looking forward to trying.

Well worth the money

This is truly one of my favorite craft books. I have gotten so much great inspiration from it - even if i

don't copy the patterns in this book completely, it has given me so many other fun ideas. Whimsical!

I bought this as a gift and I seriously want to keep it. It has so many clever and ingenious ideas like

making a hoop into a 3d scene or a mixed media collage. It includes picture patterns and limited

instructions on each project, I would say you need intermediate knowledge on how to do crochet

borders or basic embroidery stitches. Great book, very imaginative.

The photos and directions were very clear, easy to follow, and well written. I simply didn't find many

projects of interest to me...particularly since I am not a big fan of crochet. I was hoping for more

embroidery.
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